End of Semester TA evaluation form

TEACHING ASSISTANT EVALUATION

COURSE #_________ COURSE TITLE: _______

TA NAME _________________________________

INSTRUCTOR _______________________________

The purpose of this questionnaire is to critically evaluate your RSMAS TA in a constructive manner. The results will be summarized and made available to the student TA and faculty instructor. Answer only those questions which are applicable to this course.

4.--strongly agree
3.--agree
2.--disagree
1.--strongly disagree

A. TA

1.____ The TA attended the first lecture.
2.____ The TA set up and maintained consistent office hours.
3.____ The TA was available and willing to help students.
4.____ The TA presented their lecture/discussion material clearly.
5.____ The TA was knowledgeable about the course material.

I would nominate this TA for a ‘RSMAS TA Excellence Award’ (circle one):

YES           NO

PLEASE COMPLETE THE OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE SECTION ON THE BACK OF THIS PAGE
OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE SECTION

The following items allow you to express your opinions about this course directly to the instructor. The faculty instructor will receive this form as is, and will share this information with the TA. However, this written evaluation will be sent to your instructor only after grades are reported.

1. What sort of activities did your TA offer to help with? (i.e. teaching, leading review sessions, homework, tutoring)

2. What activities did you utilize your TA for?

3. In what ways do you feel the TA improved your experience in this course?

4. What things could the TA have done better?

5. Do you have any other comments for your TA?